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he technology of cryopreservation has dramatically improved
in the 50 years since Alcor’s founding in 1972. But in all
that time the cryonics community has had only vague answers
to the difficult question of revival. Yes, physical structures can
be excellently preserved at low temperatures. But exactly how
do we plan to breathe life back into our cryopreserved patients?
The recently-published1 700-page technical book Cryostasis
Revival was written to provide a detailed answer to this question.
The processes proposed in the book make extensive use of a
mature nanotechnology and represent “the first comprehensive
conceptual protocol for revival from human cryopreservation,
using medical nanorobots.”
The restorative methods presented in Cryostasis Revival generally
involve three phases of work: (1) collecting information from
preserved structure, (2) computing how to fix damaged structure,
and (3) implementing the repair procedure. The first and last of
these phases employ sophisticated nanorobots small enough
to pass through blood vessels and other microscopic tissue
corridors, as well as a nanorobotic support infrastructure called
the “vasculoid” that temporarily coats the inner surface of these
spaces with atomically precise machinery. The activity in the
second phase is primarily computational and takes place outside
of the body using an external high-performance computer and
specialized software.
Ultimately, it all depends on nanotechnology.
Will Nanotechnology Work?
If a mature nanotechnology is the key to revival, how can we
be sure it will exist when we need it, and will actually work
when we use it? We know that molecular machines such as
nanoscale bearings, ratchets, pumps, motors, conveyors, and
the like exist in various forms in biological systems. And they
work! Additionally, these basic molecular machines have been
assembled into complex micron-scale biological devices called
cells, which have many capabilities analogous to those envisioned
for medical nanorobots. In turn, these molecular machines
and micron-scale biological devices have been assembled
into highly-differentiated macroscale systems including large
organisms such as human beings. Human beings can manufacture
more of themselves, thus increasing total biological productive
capacity, much as is envisioned for nanofactories that will
someday manufacture more nanofactories, along with medical
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nanorobots. Because these molecular machines already exist in
biological systems, they clearly violate no fundamental physical
laws.
It is also important to note that the emergence of biological
systems required a continuous chain of incremental evolutionary
steps that imposed very stringent design limitations on these
systems (e.g., must forage for their own food, defend themselves
from predators, not differ markedly from parental systems, carry
their own instructions for replication, etc.). Medical nanorobots,
on the other hand, can be designed de novo at any easier-tobuild point in the design space and will have far less stringent
design limitations (e.g., can use optimal feedstock materials
and energy conveniently supplied externally, can utilize a wider
range of building materials, need no defense from predators
during fabrication, has no need to self-replicate, etc.), hence can
be much simpler systems than biological organisms.
As a result, we have high confidence that medical nanorobots
can exist and can be simpler to design and operate than
biological systems. How long might it take human technology
to fabricate such complex nanosystems? Natural evolution
required ~750 million years to evolve the first simple replicating
cells via a ponderously slow incremental random walk through
a very large design space. In contrast, human scientists can
apply intelligence, creativity, selectivity, computer simulations,
the physical tools of engineering, and the inspiration of a
worked example (i.e., biology) to inform and vastly speed
the development process. Human engineers built the first
mechanical self-replicating systems in less than 750 years of
effort.2 That’s a million times faster than nature required to
blindly evolve the first self-replicating cells. So, how long until
we have molecular manufacturing? Perhaps centuries? Possibly
decades? Opinions on timing differ widely, and the development
speed obviously depends on how well the effort is funded, but
there are no fundamental scientific or technical reasons why it
cannot be done.
Indeed, the earliest parts of this work have already been
successfully concluded. Pure mechanosynthesis – the sitespecific making and breaking of covalent chemical bonds on
specified individual atoms using only mechanical positioning
and mechanical forces – was first demonstrated experimentally
in 2003.3 It has been repeatedly confirmed over the years with
various chemical elements in numerous experiments,4 debunking
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early objections.5 The first detailed mechanosynthetic reaction
sequences for building small diamondoid structures, validated
by 100,000 CPU-hours of computational quantum chemistry
simulations, were first published in 2007.6 This is the gateway to
molecular manufacturing.
It’s just a question of when, and not if, we’ll have medical
nanorobots. Cryopatients can afford to wait in their dewars as
long as necessary for nanorobotic technology to sufficiently
mature.
Recovery of Personal Identity
A crucial aspect of revival from cryostasis is the strong desire
to recover the patient’s entire memory intact. Do we need to
restore the patient perfectly down to the last atom, or will some
lesser repair protocol suffice to preserve full personal identity?
Each of us believes our mind to be a unique and enormously
complex treasure house of knowledge. We might worry that
even the tiniest error or omission in scanning or repairing
a synaptic structure could result in some significant loss of
memory, personality, or personal identity. Such concerns may
be grounded in our modern experience with digital computers.
In computers, it is often possible for one or a few flipped bits
of data, if strategically located on a hard drive or in a software
program, to produce disastrous consequences.
But there is a compelling argument that human long-term
memory is vastly more robust than this. In 1986, Bell Labs
scientist Thomas Landauer estimated that the average rate
at which humans accumulate information into long-term
memory during the normal activities of life, such as reading
text or exposure to visual images, approximates 1-2 bits/sec,
asymptotically approaching a stable lifetime total (integrating
memory gains with losses) of ~2 x 109 bits for adults.7 This
figure includes a generous allowance for motor memory – the
information storage required when learning to play a piano,
ride a bicycle, or perform gymnastics – and also incorporates
an analysis of competing rates of both learning and forgetting.
A 2 gigabit human mind is roughly equivalent to the content of
a library of ~400 consciously-recallable books of text, each with
250 pages, 400 words per page, 6 characters per word, and 8 bits
per character.
These 2 x 109 bits should be compared to the best current
estimates of ~86 x 109 neurons in the average human brain,8 ~2
x 1014 synapses in the adult human neocortex,9 and ~106 protein
molecules per synapse.10 While neurons and their synapses clearly
perform many tasks unrelated to long-term memory storage, it
would appear that up to ~43 neurons, ~100,000 synapses, and
~1011 protein molecules may be associated with each single
bit of experienced, recallable, usable human memory. If longterm memory is truly this super-redundant, then it seems highly
unlikely that the random loss of a single neuron, or the random
corruption or misrepair of thousands of synapses or millions of
16

proteins, could flip the associated single bit from “1” to “0” and
destroy the tiniest piece of mind. This apparent robustness of the
structures embodying long-term memory is consistent with the
observation that human long-term memory persists over periods
of decades despite a turnover rate of ~0.7%/hour for synaptic
proteins – a half-life of only 2-5 days.11 Such turnover means that
every few days, on average, roughly 1 out of every 20 proteins
in every synapse is replaced with a new protein incorporating at
least one random peptide sequencing error12 – yet memory and
personal identity persist, in many cases over a lifetime.
As reviewed at length in Cryostasis Revival, the physical
dimensions of almost all significant dendritic features and
synaptic structures seem to be larger than ~100 nanometers (~0.1
micron) in size. Many of the smaller subcomponents composing
these features and structures are generic or can be inferred (a)
from the patient’s DNA; (b) from neuronal connectivity patterns;
(c) from synapse type or size and shape,13 indirectly evidencing
relative synaptic strengths; (d) from general knowledge of
subcellular structures of specific types; and from other means.
Future research will determine if there are any sub-100 nm-scale
or molecular-scale structures that might need to be precisely
scanned and precisely repaired in order to recover personal
identity. This is a key point for revival, since it appears that nonmolecular and relatively non-invasive scanning methods can be
used to map a cryopreserved body and brain down to ~100 nm
resolution.
If research confirms that most or all surviving personal identityrelevant structures can be restored using scans at ~100 nm
resolution to plan and execute the repairs, and if a patient
receives a “good” (i.e., thoroughly vitrified) cryopreservation,
then revival may be successfully accomplished using a relatively
less expensive and less complex method called conventional
cell repair (“Plan A”) which is entirely nondestructive and only
moderately invasive. This method should recover all of the
connectome and most of the synaptome as well.
On the other hand, if the identity, number, and location of
structures smaller than ~100 nanometers is determined to be
essential to recover personal identity, and if these structures are
so damaged by cryopreservation that the repair process requires
detailed sub-100-nm knowledge of them in order to infer and
restore the correct original state, then conventional cell repair
likely will not suffice and a fully invasive molecular scan and
molecular reconstruction (“Plan B”) may be required for the
revival of cryonics patients. This process might also be required
in cases of extensive damage or extremely poor cryopreservation.
Plan A: Conventional Cell Repair
Conventional cell repair relies on nanorobotic systems that
are deployed, first throughout the patient’s solid (cryogenic)
body, and later throughout the “reliquidified” (~0 °C) body,
without disturbing the molecular structure of tissues except to
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make repairs. In this process, we scan and record all relevant
physical structures to subcellular (~100 nm) resolution from
within the vasculature while the patient is still in the solid state.
After this information has been obtained and processed into a
plan for repair, the patient is warmed sufficiently to allow rapid
extraction of all metabolic and degradative molecules as cells
reliquidify, quickly establishing complete biological stasis at the
higher temperature. Conventional medical nanorobots14 can then
be introduced to comprehensively restore at the subcellular level
the cryopatient’s previously recorded (and now therapeutically
editable) physical structure, over an extended period with
reduced time urgency.

locating and identifying all vascular faults and fracture planes in
crackfaces throughout the ice.
Step 6. Install Vasculoid. Install the vasculoid appliance, a
mechanical ciliary transport system previously proposed15
as a means for replacing the vascular transport function in a
living person. This provides rapid and reliable conveyance of
nanorobots and materiel throughout the excavated vasculature of
the cryopreserved human body. Vasculoid basic plates cover the
lumenal walls of the entire vasculature, bridge any empty gaps
across crack voids, and are installed across all major crackfaces
using periodically-spaced anchors into the ice to temporarily
stabilize the faces.
Step 7. Submicron Tissue Scans. Using sensor components
mounted on the ubiquitous vasculoid, all tissues in which the
vasculoid is embedded are scanned and mapped to ~100 nm
feature resolution in three dimensions, clearly identifying most
major organelles in all tissue cells and all other cytoplasmic
and extracellular structures down to ~100 nm in size including
neuronal synapses and boutons.

Specifically, this method for cryonics revival involves executing
the following 15 operational steps, each of which is described in
much greater detail in the book:
Step 1. Millimeter Vascular Scan. In a cryopreserved patient
stored at ~77 K (196 °C), noninvasively scan and map all major
blood and lymphatic vessels down to 0.1 mm (100 microns) in
diameter.
Step 2. Large Vessel Excavation. Employ nanorobots or
suitable macroscale technical means to mechanically excavate
interior ice or vitrified material from all major blood and
lymphatic vessels down to 0.1 mm in diameter.
Step 3. Microvascular Scans. Scan and map the blood and
lymphatic microvasculatures, including all arterioles, venules,
capillary beds, and lymphatic precollecting ducts, to micron
resolution.
Step 4. Microvascular Excavations. Deploy nanorobots to
mechanically excavate interior ice or vitrified material from all
blood and lymphatic microvasculatures, all void spaces between
crackfaces, all exposed perimeter surfaces of organs and other
tissues, and some extracellular spaces.
Step 5. Recondition and Map Exposed Ice Surfaces.
Clear excavation debris from all exposed ice surfaces, then
recondition those surfaces. Geometrically and biochemically
map the reconditioned exposed ice surfaces to ~1 nm resolution,
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Step 8. Compute Whole-Body Repair Plan. Compile existing
scan data into detailed whole-body maps covering all exposed
cryogenic surfaces, vascular faults, fracture planes, tissue
components to 100 nm resolution in 3D, the neural connectome,
and cell plasma membrane faults. These maps are used to create
data-driven computational models to plan, simulate, and direct
repairs.
Step 9. Prethaw and Crackface Fusion. The cryopreserved
patient is rapidly warmed to 223-273 K (-50 °C to 0 °C),
producing whole-body tissue reliquidification. During the
warming process, thermal stresses in the cryogenic tissue are
relaxed, allowing separated crackfaces on either side of ice
fractures to be drawn together by contraction of vasculoid
components, closing all crackface voids.
Step 10. Molecular Extraction. Extraction microprobes
equipped with pumps having molecularly specific binding
sites at their distal termini (aka. “sorting rotors”)16 are inserted
from the vasculoid into reliquidified tissue cells at a 2-5 micron
spacing. Tens of thousands of key fuel, metabolic, intermediate,
and other molecules are rapidly extracted from the cells,
establishing complete biochemical stasis throughout the tissues
within ~1 hour of reliquification.17 The extraction microprobes
are then withdrawn from the tissues.
Step 11. Reseal Plasma Membrane Compartments and
Rehydrate. Nanorobots are released from the vasculoid to repair
all cellular plasma membranes, reseal all compartments against
fluid leakage, and rehydrate the cells in part via extracellular
water transfers.
Step 12. Conventional Cellular and Tissue Repair. Nanorobots
are employed to remove unwanted cells and microbodies,
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inspect and repair (or replace) existing cells, and then perform
various supplemental repair tasks on tissues and neurons.
Step 13. Patient Warmup and Molecular Instillation. The
patient is warmed to normal human body temperature (310
K). Microprobes inserted into cells from the vasculoid instill
thousands of essential molecules into intracellular cytoplasm
and organelles, omitting only those molecules that could restart
active metabolism. The microprobes are then withdrawn from
the tissues. Molecules capable of initiating active metabolism
are loaded into storage nanorobots that are parked intracellularly,
awaiting a future signal to release their cargoes.
Step 14. Uninstall Vasculoid and Finish Repairs. The
vasculoid is rapidly withdrawn from the body and replaced with
a temporary blood substitute that includes nanorobots capable of
supporting normal metabolic and material transport functions,
e.g., respirocytes.18 The patient’s metabolism, heartbeat,
circulation, and respiration are restarted as key metabolic
chemicals are released from the parked storage nanorobots
(which are then removed), and final neural repairs are completed.
The temporary blood substitute is replaced with manufactured
natural blood.
Step 15. Patient Wakeup. Anesthetic agents are removed and
the patient awakens to full consciousness.
The serial revival protocol described above for whole-body
patients is estimated to require 512 days (~1.4 years) of
calendar repair time to complete, using reasonably conservative
assumptions. If we can shift cell repair from organelle repair/
replacement to exclusively whole-cell replacement operations,
and if tolerable whole-body waste heat generation can be
increased from 100 watts to 300 watts, then it may be possible
to reduce the total calendar time for revival from 512 days to
244 days (~8.1 months). The nominal serial revival protocol for
neuro patients is similarly estimated as 66 days (~2.2 months) or
46 days (~1.5 months) under the same two scenarios, and total
repair time for both types of patients might be further modestly
reduced by parallelizing some or all of these serial operations.
The neuro repair estimates exclude the time required to print or
regrow an acephalic replacement body and then reattach it to
the fully repaired formerly cryopreserved cephalon. These tasks
might also be parallelized to some extent.
Note that only lethal damage will be corrected during the
revival process. Nonlethal conditions ranging from medical
flaws to purely cosmetic issues will not be initially corrected,
largely due to lack of informed consent and prioritized limited
resources for revivals. Once a patient has been restored to life,
a variety of elective procedures including genomic editing,
whole-body rejuvenation,19 or exotic anatomical modifications
can be performed at leisure using conventional medical
nanorobotics.
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Nanostasis. Molecular extraction as summarized above in Step
10 for cryostasis revival is a new concept that also enables
true suspended animation for living patients in a process
called “nanostasis” or “warm biostasis.” One of the nanostatic
methods described in the book uses only medical nanorobots
injected into the patient’s body. To enter nanorobotic suspended
animation, the patient would be sedated, cannulated, and cooled
to hypothermic temperatures, after which a fleet of ~50 trillion
nanorobots would be slowly introduced into all tissues and
cells. Intravascular infusion of ~2 liters of compacted empty
nanorobots suspended in ~2 liters of carrier fluid would require
~7 hours at a flow rate of ~10 cm3/minute. Once in their assigned
locations inside tissues or cells, and upon receiving the command
to proceed, the individual storage nanorobots simultaneously
pump all target molecules out of the extracellular or cytosolic
spaces in which they are parked and into the robots’ internal
tankage volume, executing the molecular extraction process in
the ideal progressive sequence and placing the patient into a
state of reversible suspended animation in ~1 hour or less. While
dormant in suspended animation the unconscious nanostatic
patient remains susceptible to attack by bacteria and other
external parasites. Microbivore-class20 nanorobots can thwart this
invasion both internally and externally to the body using devices
that are powered without using metabolically active chemicals
(e.g., via acoustic power). The nanostatic patient should be stored
in an inert environment (e.g., pure nitrogen) to avoid exposure
to oxygen or other metabolically relevant molecules that might
enter the body through the skin or elsewhere. The patient should
also be kept isothermal by external means since no endogenous
heat will be generated other than nanorobot thermal emissions.
Revival is accomplished in similar time frames by reversing the
molecule intake in a carefully staged manner to redistribute all
essential biochemicals to their original locations in the ideal
progressive order, then extracting the nanorobots from the body
in under an hour via nanorobot washout or by other means, with
final revival accompanied by warmup and ACLS21 or related
conventional methods of resuscitation.
Nanotechnology. Of course, the success of the proposed
Conventional Cell Repair procedure critically depends on the
feasibility of diamondoid nanorobotics. In the unlikely event this
technology proves infeasible, then some other method of revival
would be required that is beyond the scope of the present work.
Finding such other methods appears challenging for reasons
enumerated in the book, but it could be a valuable service to the
field of cryonics if someone could identify and describe at least one
viable non-nanotech path to revival in book-length technical detail.
Plan B: Molecular Reconstruction
If it is determined that individual-unique structures smaller
than ~100 nanometers are essential to recover personal identity,
then conventional cell repair likely will not suffice and a fully
invasive molecular scan, followed by molecular reconstruction
(“Plan B”), may be required for revival from cryostasis.
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Cryopreserved tissue at liquid nitrogen temperatures is
literally as hard as solid rock, making nanorobotic locomotion
prohibitively energy-intensive. But cryogenic solid materials
can be disassembled or reassembled atom by atom using the
techniques of mechanosynthesis22 – the emerging technology
of positionally-controlled site-specific mechanically-driven
single-atom chemical reactions. In Plan B, subtractive
mechanosynthesis can be used to abstract one atom (or one
small chemical moiety such as a methyl (–CH3) or amino
(–NH2) group) at a time from a specific site on the patient’s
physical structure. Additive mechanosynthesis can be used to
donate one atom (or one small chemical moiety) at a time to
a specific site. Recording the identity and precise location of
every atom as it is removed or added creates an atomicallyprecise map of the entire cryopreserved body. The cryopatient’s
physical structure is then known to a resolution of ~0.1 nm,
which is roughly 1000-fold more detailed than the ~100 nm
resolution potentially available using Plan A. This is the best
resolution that is physically obtainable and virtually guarantees
that all available structural information is captured and retained.
After the initial scan data has been processed and corrected to
eliminate medical flaws, the patient’s body can be reconstructed
using the corrected scan data.
The first phase of a molecular reconstruction is to extract from
the body all non-tissue and other loose matter that can later be
replaced with fresh material. These items are not components of
the patient’s persistent physical structure and make no essential
contribution to structural integrity at the molecular scale, or to
memory and personal identity, hence there is no need to retain
or to map them to atomic precision. Their extraction reduces the
total number of molecules that must be precisely mapped and
later precisely repaired or replaced. Additionally, the removal
process produces a coarse mapping of all interior void spaces
that can provide a guide for the more precise atomically-precise
mapping yet to come.
As noted, the revival process begins with coarse mapping and
bulk extraction, similar to Plan A:
Step 1. Millimeter Vascular Scan. In a cryopreserved patient
stored at ~77 K (-196 °C), noninvasively scan and map all
major blood and lymphatic vessels down to down to 0.1 mm in
diameter.
Step 2. Large Vessel Excavation. Employ nanorobots or other
suitable macroscale technical means to mechanically excavate
interior ice or vitrified material from all major blood and
lymphatic vessels down to 0.1 mm in diameter.
Step 3. Microvascular Scans. Scan and map the blood and
lymphatic microvasculatures, including all arterioles, venules,
capillary beds, and lymphatic precollecting ducts, to micron
resolution.
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Step 4. Microvascular Excavations. Nanorobots mechanically
excavate interior ice or vitrified material from all blood and
lymphatic microvasculatures, and from void spaces between
crackfaces.
Step 5. Organ System Excavations. Deploy nanorobots to
mechanically excavate ice from the interior gas or fluid volumes
of the lungs, gastrointestinal tract, urinary bladder, heart, kidney,
spleen, the ventricular system of brain and spine, gallbladder,
synovial fluid capsules in joints, and the aqueous humor of the
eyes. These excavations are done primarily to avoid the need to
process informationally redundant bulk fluids during molecular
reconstruction, which would be wasteful of time, energy, and
manufacturing resources. All bulk substance removed in this
manner can be restored during the whole-body fluid check,
either as original or freshly manufactured material according to
preference.
Step 6. Clear Excavation Debris. Clear excavation debris from
all exposed ice surfaces.
Step 7. Reconstruction. Once nonstructural bulk materials
have been extracted from the cryopreserved patient’s body,
there are two broad pathways to revival that can be followed
(as detailed in a 75-page chapter in the book), depending on the
philosophical preferences and financial means available to the
patient:
(7.1) Destructive Scan and Molecular Reconstruction
of a Replacement Body. In a destructive molecular
scan, the patient’s cryopreserved body is disassembled
atom by atom, the precise location and type of atom
is recorded in a data file, and the atoms are discarded
as the process unfolds. After the initial scan file is
digitally corrected to incorporate all necessary medical
repairs, a new replacement body is manufactured via
3D printing that is a near-exact copy of the original
cryopreserved body, but incorporating the specified
repairs. This pathway appears to be somewhat faster
and less expensive than (7.2).
(7.2) Nondestructive Scan and Molecular
Reconstruction of the Original Body. In a
nondestructive molecular scan, the patient’s
cryopreserved body is temporarily progressively
separated into its constituent atoms or molecules,
but only a small piece at a time, during which the
precise location and type of each atom is recorded in
a data file, after which the same atoms are carefully
reassembled back into the original molecules, and the
original molecules are reassembled back into their
original positions, maintaining the original physical
cryopreserved body, completely intact. At any time
during the nondestructive scan, fully 99.99999%
of the patient’s solid body is undisturbed while
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only one thin tissue slice ~200 nm thick is being
processed over a period of ~10 sec. Successive slices
are then scanned in turn, resulting in an estimated
39-month total scan time. Faster processing times
are available by adding additional scan slices that are
simultaneously processed. The initial scan file that
results from this process is then digitally corrected to
incorporate all necessary medical repairs. The original
cryopreserved body is then repaired by repeating the
nondestructive molecular scan, this time inserting the
digital corrections incorporating the medical repairs.
This pathway appears to be somewhat slower and more
expensive than the destructive pathway in (7.1).
A crude cost estimate for cryostasis revival using either
conventional cell repair (Plan A) or molecular reconstruction (Plan
B) suggests that the key driver of operating expenses is the price
of the energy required to power the nanorobots and computers.
The total revival cost is estimated as ~$2 million for whole-body
patients using Plan A assuming contemporary electricity costs, and
similarly using Plan B assuming future energy costs become 100fold cheaper than today due to widespread commercial atomically
precise manufacturing. Revival costs are somewhat reduced for
neuro patients compared to whole-body patients because there is
much less tissue to process. However, these savings are probably
offset by the cost of obtaining and attaching a substitute body to
the repaired cephalon.
Validation of the Revival Process
Once we have devised an experimental cryostasis revival protocol
that we think will work, how do we test it to be sure? The obvious
answer: test it on animals. Cryonics revival protocols can be
validated using a variety of animal models including primates.
Positive results from these tests should provide sufficient
technical validation to warrant approval of the same protocols for
the revival of cryopreserved human patients.
The validation tests should seek to confirm the following mental
functionalities:
Simple Memory. Vita-More and Barranco23 conclusively
established in 2015 that C. elegans nematode worms can survive
cooldown to liquid nitrogen temperature and then be warmed
back to normal temperature, with their memories of a trained
simple behavior intact.
Complex Memory. We can start with rodents such as rats or mice
that have learned complex tasks such as how to run a maze,24
and verify that, like the worms, these small mammals remember
whatever they’ve been taught, demonstrating retention of
complex memories after experiencing cryopreservation followed
by our revival procedure.
Personality. We then proceed to highly intelligent mammals such
as dogs who have learned to recognize their owner or trainer and
20

have been taught a large number of tricks and word associations.
One border collie25 was taught to recognize the labels of over
200 different items. The dog could infer the names of novel
things by exclusion learning and could correctly retrieve those
new items both immediately and four weeks after the initial
exposure to the items. Besides these tests of specific memories
and abilities, long-time pet owners know that their canine
companions can: (1) express empathy, deception, and imitation;
(2) develop demonstrable personalities that reflect how they
interact with owners, friends, strangers, and other animals; and
(3) display characteristic unique behaviors when confronted
with challenges or during play. A dog that replicated its usual
idiosyncratic behaviors after experiencing cryopreservation
and experimental revival would provide good evidence that the
animal’s personality had survived intact.26
Personal Identity. Chimpanzees and bonobos have cognitive
capacities superior to those of dogs in self-consciousness,
although dogs do better than chimpanzees at using the behavior
of other animals, especially humans, as a cue. The logical animal
model for the final phase of cryopreservation revival testing is
probably a primate, given their physiological similarities to
humans and their clear demonstration of self-awareness. Ideal
animal subjects may be trained primates who have been taught
language skills using sign language. Kanzi, a bonobo, is believed
to understand more human language (after perhaps ~8 years of
training) than any other non-human animal in the world.27 When
animals like these are revived from cryopreservation, they can
be tested on their memory of words, their ability to perform
trained tasks, and their characteristic behaviors to determine the
persistence of memory and personality. More importantly, these
primates could, in principle, be directly interrogated to obtain
answers to questions about their internal mental state – such as
“how do you feel?” and “who are you?” to test if their sense of
self has survived the revival procedure.
Whole-Brain Emulation (WBE) on Animals. Merkle28 described
a WBE validation procedure that would likely be available in
the future era of nanorobotic revivals and could be applied to
laboratory animals: “We could record every nerve impulse in the
brain by embedding a sufficient number of neurobots….We could
then record data from neurobots in the brain of an experimental
animal before they were cryopreserved, cryopreserve them,
revive them, and then record data from neurobots in the brain of
the revived experimental animal, giving us two sets of neuronal
data: ‘before’ and ‘after’. Comparing the ‘before’ and ‘after’
data would let us tell if we had done a good job in cryopreserving
and reviving the experimental animal.”
The larger great apes – chimps, orangutans, bonobos, and
gorillas – have 30%-40% as many neurons as a human brain.29
Human, chimp, and rhesus macaque neural tissues show
similar adult synaptic number densities at 0.3-0.5 synapses/
micron3, varying slightly with age.30 There are a few minor
neuronal differences between humans and great apes. For
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example, prefrontal area 10 has greater spacing among cortical
minicolumns in humans than in chimpanzees.31 The pyramidal
neurons of humans have significantly longer and more branched
dendritic arbors in all cortical regions than similar neurons in
chimpanzees, and the human prefrontal cortex contains a greater
proportion of dendrites, axons, synapses, glial cell processes, and
microvasculature relative to the space occupied by neuronal and
glial somata than in chimpanzees.32 Post-differentiation, human
and primate cultured neurons show slightly different firing rates
with time.33 But these are all relatively minor differences in size,
number, spatial distribution, and metabolic rate, not fundamental
differences in kind that cell repair nanorobots would likely be
able to handle in primates but unable to handle in humans. If we
ever discover some exclusively-human physical neurocellular
feature that absolutely must be repaired, nanorobots could
practice and perfect such rare repair procedures on these specific
human-unique features using brain tissue samples taken from
fresh human cadavers.
If comparison of a before-cryopreservation WBE with an afterrevival WBE of a large primate reveals no significant operating
differences when placed in the same simulated environment,
and if in vivo neurobot scans reveal no fundamental structural
differences in the neurons, dendrites, synapses, and connectomes
of test primates before and after the revival procedure, then
it is difficult to imagine how a human brain subjected to the
same recovery process would fare differently, given that the
cytoarchitecture, cell type composition, and neurogenic gene
expression programs of humans and chimpanzees are remarkably
similar.34
These results lead to our tentative conclusion that a successful
primate validation of cryonics revival protocols should be
sufficient evidence to warrant application of the same protocol
to human cryopreservation patients. This tentative conclusion
should be vigorously explored by careful comparison of
human and nonhuman primate neurological ultrastructure and
brain cytoarchitecture, and should be validated, nuanced, or
challenged in future research.
Of course, there are literally hundreds of future research tasks –
as enumerated in the book – that must be completed before we
can have a reasonable prospect of successfully bringing back the
first cryonics patient. My hope is that Cryostasis Revival will
inspire, focus, and motivate this important work. 
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